
CHAPTER 5. iGeoMap: A System for Interpretation of Map Visualizations

5.4 Automatic Caption Generation

Inspired by the automatic caption work of Demir et al. (Demir et al., 2008) and Green-
backer et al. (Greenbacker et al., 2011); our third module generates automatic captions
depending on the user’s selection. The functionality of this module depends on the
spatial information extracted by our method (Chapter 4) to enable interactions, as
well as mapping information to an alternative modality (here, text captions).
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Generated caption:
"This map shows values between -0.93 and 8.97, with most 
values in the range [1.00, 2.00]".

Generated caption:
"The values in Russia are between 2.00 to 8.00 with an 
average of 3.50".

Generated caption:
"Selected regions have values between 1.00 to 8.00. 
Algeria has an average value of 2.50. Canada has an 
average value of 3.50. Peru has an average value of 2.50. 
Madagascar has an average value of 1.50".
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Generated caption:
"This map shows values between -0.70 and 0.70, with an 
average value of 0.17".

Generated caption:
"The values in South America are between -0.40 to 0.12 
with an average of -0.04".

Generated caption:
"Selected regions have values between -0.40 to 0.70. 
North America has an average value of 0.35. South 
America has an average value of -0.04".
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Generated caption:
"This map shows values between -2.00 and 4.00, with 
most values in the range [1.00, 2.00]".

Generated caption:
"Selected coordinate [-18.02º, 35.41º] has a value 
between 1.00 to 2.00".

Generated caption:
"Figure shows 3 selected coordinates with values between 
-2.00 to 3.00".

Figure 5.6: Examples of captions generated using the output of our pipeline. These
captions are generated using the text templates shown in Table 5.1. When there is
nothing selected, the application shows a generic caption; however, when the user
selects one or more regions, the caption is updated.

We add an interaction from map area to the legend (map → legend) that uses
spatial information extracted by our method. This interaction is the country/continent
selection which highlights countries or continents and computes statistical information
to be used on the caption. When this interaction is selected, iGeoMap adds a translu-
cent gray layer over the map area with the countries/continents boundaries created
by the d3-geo-projection library (Bostock, 2017) using templates from the TopoJSON
Collection (Eldersveld, 2017). The setting (i.e., scale, translate, rotate) of this layer
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5.4. Automatic Caption Generation

Interaction Selection Color to range Color to value
Country or
point
selection

None This map shows values
between <global min>
and <global max>,
with most values in the
range [<mode min val>,
<mode max val>].

This map shows values
between <global min>
and <global max>, with
an average value of
<avg val>.

Country /
continent
selection

Single The values in <re-
gion name> are bet-
ween <min val> to
<max val> with an
average of <avg val>.

The values in <re-
gion name> are bet-
ween <min val> to
<max val> with an
average of <avg val>.

Multiple Selected regions have va-
lues between <min val>
to <max val>.
<region namei> has
an average value of
<avg val>.

Selected regions have va-
lues between <min val>
to <max val>.
<region namei> has
an average value of
<avg val>.

Point
selection

Single Selected coordinate
[<lon val>◦, <lat val>◦]
has a value between
<val1> to <val2>.

Selected coordinate
[<lon val>◦, <lat val>◦]
has a value of <val>.

Multiple Figure shows
<num points> selected
coordinates with values
between <global min>
to <global max>.

Figure shows
<num points> selected
coordinates with values
between <min val> to
<max val>.

Table 5.1: Text templates to generate different captions depending on the current
interaction, number of selections and color channel domain.

depends mainly on the projection field of the visual encoding specification (see Fi-
gure 4.14). The projected country areas serve as a mark to the original input image,
allowing us to examine just those pixels that lie within the mask (i.e., that lie within
that country’s borders). Users can interactively select a country or continent (R) in the
map area, for which we retrieve all contained colors Csel = {ci | pixeli ∈ R}. For each
color ci, we find the nearest color in the color mapping and store its value to compute
statistics data. This statistics data includes mean, mode, minimum, and maximum
values of the selected regions.

Captions are generated using different text templates that depend on the num-
ber of selected regions and color channel domain, Table 5.1 shows our text templates.
When a user selects an image, an initial caption is generated using statistical data for
the whole map and the text templates presented in the first row of Table 5.1. We have
different templates for each color legend type, for instance, if the map has a continuous
color legend (see Figure 5.6d) our templates describe the average, minimum and max-
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CHAPTER 5. iGeoMap: A System for Interpretation of Map Visualizations

imum values. In the case of a quantized color legend (see Figure 5.6a), our template
describes the value range. The second column in Figure 5.6 shows generated captions
when a user selects one country or continent; this selection type uses a <region name>
variable that represents the country or continent name and completes the caption us-
ing its corresponding value ranges (Figure 5.6b) or numeric values (Figure 5.6e). The
last column shows examples of multiple selections, where the caption initially describes
general information about selected regions and adds extra information according to the
appropriate text template.

We also applied our caption generation to point selection interaction (see third
row in Figure 5.6), i.e., when a user selects a point inside the map area, a caption is
generated using the corresponding text template (see Table 5.1). In addition, generated
captions can vary depending on the number of selected points and color legend type.

5.5 Map Reprojection

When we create a map visualization, we start with a set of coordinates (latitude,
longitude) and corresponding values as input. This information is plotted using a pro-
jection to generate a map visualization. This module performs map reprojection: given
a bitmap image of a map visualization as input, we produce a new image which uses a
different projection, maintaining the original data (colors). For instance, Figure 5.7a is
a map with the Equirectangular projection, our tool automatically create a new map
visualization with the Robinson projection (Figure 5.7b). The bottom row of Figure 5.7
shows another example, from Robinson to Equirectangular projection.

(a)

(c)

Original

(b)

(d)

Reprojected map

Figure 5.7: Examples of map reprojection: given a bitmap image and a target map
projection, we generate a new image that contains the reprojected map which maintains
original data.

This application involves two main steps: (1) extract the coordinates and values
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5.6. Data Extraction from Map Visualizations

from the input image, and (2) plot the values of the extracted coordinates in a new
map that uses the target projection.

Extraction of coordinates and values. This step uses the projection field from
the inferred visual encoding (see Figure 4.14) and a target geo projection. For each pixel
pi in the map area, we infer its latitude lati and longitude loni using the inverse function
of the geo projection (through functions of Basemap Toolkit (Whitaker, 2016)). Then,
we create a colormap CM that given a pixel position posi (the position in the vectorized
version of the image), returns the pixel color ci. In addition, we create a list with the
elements (lati, loni, posi).

Reprojection. Once the coordinates, positions, and CM have been generated, we
can reproject a map visualization. In this step, we use the Basemap Toolkit (Whitaker,
2016) for plotting our extracted data on a new map with the target projection type. To
create this new map, we use the list with (lati, loni, posi) and the colormap CM to plot
the same colors as the original image. The center and parameters of map projection
are specified using the field projection of the visual encoding, and the projection type
is the only parameter we change to create the new map.

5.6 Data Extraction from Map Visualizations

Visual encoding can be used to extract data encoded on a map visualization, which
can then be used to redesign the visualization itself (Savva et al., 2011), and iGeoMap
adds this application as another module.

We have a domain D = {d1, ..., dn} and a range R = {r1, ..., rn} from the color
channel entry in our visual encoding. First, we create a colormap CM = {(ci, di)}
mapping a color (ci is the hexadecimal color in RGB space) to a data value (di).
Then, for each pixel p in the map area, we infer the latitude lat and longitude lon
values using the inverse projection function. After that, we get the color pc and find
the nearest color in CM such that distcolor(pc, ci) < 2.5 (where 2.5 represents the
maximum perceptibility tolerance to consider two colors as equal (Stokes et al., 1992)).
If a nearest color exists, we recover its value di as val. Finally, we export those values
into a Comma-Separated Values (CSV) file, where each row contains a (lat, lon, val)
tuple.

Figure 5.8b and Figure 5.8d present the distribution of pixels for each legend value
that could be used by the analyst to extract trends in data; these charts were generated
using as input the CSV file described above. Here the x-axis represents legend values
and the y-axis represents the number of pixels inside the map area with these values.
Figure 5.8a contains a quantized legend where each legend value is a tuple, included
in the output file. For this reason, we choose to use a bar chart to plot the extracted
data. Figure 5.8c has a continuous legend that represents a continuous domain, so we
prefer to use a line chart to display this data.
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Figure 5.8: Analysis of extracted encoded data on map visualizations. User can know
how distribution of legend values is inside map area and which legend value is the most
common.

Validation: To evaluate our data extraction application, we use synthetics datasets.
Given a dataset of (lats, lons, vals), we generate 30 visualizations (10 for each projec-
tion). Then, we apply our data extraction pipeline to the original coordinates (i.e.,
lats and lons) to recover the data values (vals′).

Now, we compare both vals and vals′ using the F1-score as defined in (Siegel
et al., 2016; Hou et al., 2013). An extracted value is counted as true positive if the
normalized difference (valsi − vals′i) < δ, where δ = 0.02 (this value has been used in
previous works (Siegel et al., 2016; Hou et al., 2013)). It is counted as false positive
if vali exists but val′i does not, analogously, it is counted as false negative if vali does
not exist but val′i exits. Lastly, it is counted as both false positive and false negative
if (valsi− vals′i) ≮ δ. Using these definitions, we compute the F1-score for each image
and calculate the average. For our 30 map images, we have an F1-score of 90.22%.
We noticed that most errors were because of black pixels in political boundaries. We
are not able to recover the value of these pixels because the black color is not in the
colormap. Another common issue happens when the colormap is not correctly defined.
It causes the inferred values to be shifted by some pixels.

5.7 Final Considerations

This chapter presented our web-based system named iGeoMap, we explained about its
interface and functionality using information generated by our pipeline. iGeoMap has
different applications as modules that users can use to interact with a map visualization
image; these applications include map recoloring, automatic generation of captions,
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map reprojection, and data extraction to obtain the original data from the input image.
The objective of these applications is to improve reading and understanding of map
visualizations.

Finally, the next chapter will present the limitations, future works and conclusion
of this thesis work.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusions

The main objective of this work is to recover visual encodings from bitmap images of
map visualizations. To achieve our goal, we analyze the map and legend regions using
different approaches for each one; after these analyses, we obtain spatial and color
information that is used to infer the visual encoding. However, our work has some
limitations and possible improvements that are presented in Section 6.1. Finally, our
conclusions are presented in Section 6.2.

6.1 Limitations and Future Work

Color legend inside the plotting area. As we explain in Section 4.1, we are
assuming our map visualizations have the color legend outside the plotting area. This
is a common convention in geoscience publications. However, this is not always true
in documents from other communities. For example, because of space constraints,
authors may try to reduce chart sizes by embedding the legend in the plotting area. As
an immediate future work, we plan to explore other techniques from computer vision
and propose an algorithm supporting color legends inside the plotting area. Previous
works had described some options to tackle this problem (Poco et al., 2018; Siegel et al.,
2016); nevertheless, those methods are based on detecting textual information as an
initial step, which may propagate more error than alternative vision-based solutions.

Multiple geographic coordinates. There exist multiple standards for geographic
coordinates. Our approach assumes that map visualizations contain latitudes and
longitudes. However, during our research, we found that other coordinates systems
exist such as the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and Military Grid Reference
System. Our technique does not support those systems because we did not find enough
map images in the selected geoscience journals; however, we intend to explore new data
sources and, if necessary, generalize our techniques to handle those cases.

Maps without coordinates. It is also common to render geographic maps without
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coordinates, i.e., without textual information indicating latitude and longitude values.
Analyzing our image corpus, we did not find many of these cases; however, we know
that we can find many of them on the Internet. A possible solution would be to apply
techniques from shape analysis and match the map boundaries with pre-built maps in
order to identify spatial locations and map projection types.

Discrete legends. Another limitation of our work is the color legend types supported.
As we described before, we only support continuous and quantized color legends. An
immediate future work would be to extend our work to handle discrete color legends.
A partial solution is presented in (Poco et al., 2018); however, that method similarly
does not work when the legend lies inside the plotting area.

Improving caption generation. We proposed a single approach for caption gen-
eration as a proof of concept, however, more sophisticated techniques can be used.
Techniques from Natural Language Processing (NLP) might aid to generate captions
with more variability and complexity.

Automatic chart interpretation. The work presented in this thesis is part of a
more ambitious objective. The goal is to create an automatic chart interpretation sys-
tem that, given any chart image, can automatically infer the visual encoding and, as is
feasible, extract the underlying data or approximate distributions thereof. If we accom-
plish this goal, we could create more impactful applications such as improving figure
indexing and search, make chart images more accessible for people with disabilities,
and perform large-scale analysis of visualization practices.

6.2 Conclusions

In this thesis, we present a novel approach to extract the visual encoding from map
visualization images. Given a bitmap map image as input, we generate a visual en-
coding specification in a format similar to Vega-Lite. We trained and validated each
component of our pipeline using real data collected from scientific documents, and our
results show high accuracies on each task. Moreover, we developed iGeoMap, a web-
based system to improve the map visualization understanding. iGeoMap has different
modules which use the output of our pipeline: (1) recoloring to improve perceptual
effectiveness, (2) interactive visualizations from a bitmap image, (3) generation of cap-
tions for geographic regions based on user’s interaction, (4) reprojection to change the
design of the map, and (5) recovery of encoded data from map visualizations. In ad-
dition, we have created a manually-annotated corpus of geographic map images that
were used to evaluate our pipeline and can be used by the scientific community to find
and solve new challenges.
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